
ADDED TEMPORARY ENTERTAINMENT PERMIT CONDITIONS OF OPERATION
SUGARWALLS

7 .10.07

1)

	

The operation of the establishment shall be limited to those activities and
elements expressly indicated on the permit application .

2)

	

Dancing shall only be allowed by performers .

3)

	

No adult entertainment, as defined by sections 5 .72 .115(B) LBMC and 21 .15.110
LBMC shall be conducted on the permitted premises .

4) Sugarwalls shall not advertise, procure, nor allow any person, performance,
show, wet t-shirt contest, promotion, or any other event or entertainment that
exposes or promotes, encourages, or allows the exposure of the male or female
genitals, cleft of the buttocks, the areola or any portion of the female breast
below the areola, while at or inside the business .

5) The permittee shall not allow any person (employee, independent contractor,
dancer or customer) to perform or conduct any activity that emphasis any of the
below listed sexual activities which are common during a "lap dance ."

A. Actual or simulated, sexual intercourse, anal intercourse, oral or anal copulation .

B . Direct physical stimulation, fondling or touching of clothed or unclothed human
genitals, pubic region, buttocks or female breast .

6) The licensee shall not maintain or construct any type of enclosed room intended
for use by patrons or customers (bathrooms excluded) for any purpose .
Curtains/partitions or any other device(s) shall only be for decorative use and
shall not be used to conceal or separate patrons or customers within the interior
space of the premises .

7)

	

Interior lighting shall be sufficient to make easily discernible the appearance and
conduct of all persons and patrons inside the business .

8) Current occupancy loads shall be posted at all times, and the permittee shall
have an effective system to keep count of the number of occupants present at
any given time and provide that information to public safety personnel upon
request. (LBMC section 18 .48.320)

9) Sugarwalls, its promoters, or agents, shall not distribute any advertising matter in
or upon any public property, or in or on any vehicle in any such place in the City .
Distribution of any advertising matter upon private property shall adhere to the
following guidelines : By placing the same matter in a receptacle, clip, or other
device designed or intended to receive advertising matter .

10) The permittee shall take reasonable measures to prohibit and prevent the
loitering of persons immediately outside any of the entrance/exit doors and the
parking lot, at all times while open for business . This should be done by use of



security guards and/or signage indicating, words to the effect of, "Please respect
our neighbors ."

11) The permittee shall take reasonable measures to ensure that exiting patrons
walk directly to their vehicles, and not loiter in the parking lot or the immediate
area.

12) The permittee agrees to reimburse the City whenever excessive police services,
as determined by the Chief of Police, are required as the result of any incident or
nuisance arising out of or in connection with the permittee's operations .

13) All promoters must have or obtain a City of Long Beach Business License prior to
conducting entertainment activities governed by this permit . The permittee shall
be responsible for all entertainment activities at the location, including those
conducted by promoters .

14) All independent contractors, including dancers and promoters, must have or
obtain a City of Long Beach Business License prior to conducting entertainment
activities governed by this permit . The permittee shall be responsible for all
entertainment activities at the location, including those conducted by promoters,
independent contractors or dancers .

15) The permittee must provide all promoters, independent contractors, and dancers,
hired to conduct entertainment activities with a copy of the temporary
entertainment permit conditions of operation .

16) The permittee shall maintain full compliance with all applicable laws, ABC laws,
ordinances and stated conditions . In the event of a conflict between the
requirements of this temporary permit or your Alcoholic Beverage Control
license, the more stringent regulation shall apply .
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